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Abstract
Objectives: To review the literature on surgical smoke and to study the effect of a smoke evacuation system on the rate of surgical site infections (SSIs) after spine 
surgery.

Introduction: Surgical site infections continue to represent a costly complication of spine surgery. Studies show that surgical smoke can contain infectious agents, and 
smoke evacuation systems have demonstrated effective removal of these particles from the operative field.

Methods: This study was a retrospective cohort analysis of surgical cases performed at two high-volume medical centers by three surgeons. Demographic and 
perioperative data were prospectively collected using the Spine AdVerse Events Severity (SAVES) system. The surgical invasiveness index and Charlson comorbidity 
score were calculated for each case. The incidence of SSIs in a cohort of surgical cases involving a smoke evacuator device was compared to a cohort that excluded the 
device. Statistical analyses were conducted to assess the relationship between patient and surgery characteristics and the wound infection outcome in relation to use 
of a surgical smoke evacuation system.

Results: 1312 spine surgery cases were included in the study. Of the 712 cases in the control group, 24 SSIs occurred (11 deep, 13 superficial), for an overall incidence 
of 3.4%. Of the 600 cases in the smoke evacuator group, 12 SSIs occurred (8 deep, 4 superficial), for an overall incidence of 2%. The observed difference in SSI 
incidence was not statistically significant (p = 0.17). The odds ratio for developing SSI calculated for the smoke evacuator group compared to the control group was 
0.56 (95% CI 0.28-1.14).

Discussion: This study represents an important first attempt at characterizing a previously unidentified, modifiable risk factor to consider in future studies of infection 
rates after spine surgery.
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Introduction
It is estimated that 158,000 surgical site infections (SSIs) occur 

in the US annually and may cost up to $10 billion [1-3]. In patients 
undergoing spine surgery, evidence suggests that factors such as 
diabetes, obesity, chronic steroid use, smoking, previous SSI, multiple 
vertebral levels, longer surgeries and increasing age, among others, are 
associated with an increased risk for surgical site infections [4-8]. The 
prevalence of SSIs in this patient population is thought to be between 
0.7 and 15%, with averages between 3 and 5% [5-10]. 

Surgical smoke, also known as smoke plume or aerosol, refers 
to the suspension of particles in a gas created by electrosurgical, 
ultrasonic, and laser instruments in the operating room [11]. It has 
been well established in the medical literature that surgical smoke 
contains a number of potentially harmful components, including 
hazardous chemicals, tumor cells, and infectious agents. Low-
temperature vapor from an ultrasonic scalpel is more likely to carry 
large and viable infectious particles, while higher-temperature laser 
and electrocautery smoke produces smaller particles that tend to be 
more chemically hazardous [12-18]. Additionally, smoke has a noxious 
odor and decreases the visibility of the surgical field [19].  OSHA states 
that 500,000 workers are exposed to surgical smoke every year, but this 
federal agency does not specifically require the use of smoke evacuation 
and filtration systems [20,21]. This is likely because many of the effects 
are subtle and not immediate [18]. 

Plenty of evidence exists for the danger that surgical smoke poses 
to operating room personnel, including viral infection or exposure to 
carcinogens. There is less literature studying any effects of the smoke 
on patients. The present study is unique in its aim to quantify the risk 
of surgical smoke to patients undergoing spine surgery. Specifically, 
the study addresses the incidence of SSIs in a cohort of surgical cases 
involving a smoke evacuator device compared to a cohort that excluded 
the device. We hypothesized that use of a smoke evacuator device during 
spine surgery would reduce the number of surgical site infections. The 
purpose of this study was two-fold: to review the literature on the topic 
of surgical smoke and conduct an initial feasibility study to detect 
whether the use of a smoke evacuation system can effectively decrease 
the rate of SSI in spine surgery.
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Methods
This study was an IRB-approved retrospective cohort analysis of 

surgical cases performed at two high-volume medical centers by three 
surgeons. Two of the surgeons operated at one hospital while the third 
surgeon operated at another hospital. One surgeon from each hospital 
incorporated the smoke evacuator device into the operating room 
and therefore contributed both intervention and control cases. The 
third surgeon never used the device and therefore only contributed 
control cases. Similar ventilation systems were used in all operating 
rooms. All surgeons had at least five years of experience at the start 
of the collection period. Control cases occurred from January 2012 to 
June 2014. Intervention cases occurred from June 2014 to July 2016. 
The data was prospectively collected using the Spine AdVerse Events 
Severity (SAVES) system, which has been previously validated [22].

The device used in this study was the miniSQUAIR Smoke 
Evacuation System (Nascent Surgical, LLC, Eden Prairie, MN) [23]. 
Per the manufacturer’s instructions for use, the disposable device was 
placed adjacent to the incision prior to each operation [12,13,20,24]. 
In total, 1312 consecutive spine surgery cases were studied, including 
600 cases using the smoke evacuator and 712 cases without use of the 
device.

The following patient characteristics were collected for each surgical 
case in the two cohorts: gender, age, surgeon, date of surgery, type of 
surgery (elective versus emergency), subtype of surgery (degenerative, 
trauma, infection, oncology, other), spinal region (cervical, thoracic, 
lumbar, sacral), presence of a device such as spinal instrumentation, 
BMI, and the presence of COPD/asthma, HTN, renal conditions, 
existing neoplasm, anemia, diabetes, CHF, past cardiac complications, 
past spine surgery, and smoking status. The surgical invasiveness 
index was calculated for each case to describe the extent of the surgical 
intervention [25]. A broad range of pathologies was represented in 
each study arm, as well as both instrumented and non-instrumented 
surgical cases. The Charlson comorbidity index was calculated for 
each patient and used as a validated method of evaluating risk of 
death from comorbid disease [26]. For each surgery, a dichotomous 
variable indicating the presence or absence of a superficial and/or deep 
wound infection was calculated to serve as the primary outcome in 
the analysis. In addition to calculating descriptive statistics, bivariate 
analyses were conducted as appropriate (Chi-Square or t-tests) to 
assess the relationship between patient and surgery characteristics and 
the wound infection outcome. Variables that were found to be the most 
significantly related at the bivariate level were entered into a logistic 
regression to determine key predictors in wound infections. 

Results
A total of 1312 spine surgery cases were included in the study: 

600 intervention cases and 712 controls. Descriptive statistics for each 
cohort are listed in table 1. A formal analysis of group differences 
was not performed because none of the patient factors were found 
to significantly impact the primary outcome. The primary outcome 
data is listed in table 2. In the control group, 24 surgical site infections 
occurred (11 deep wound infections, 13 superficial wound infections), for 
an overall incidence of 3.4%. In the smoke evacuator group, 12 surgical 
site infections occurred (8 deep wound infections, 4 superficial wound 
infections), for an overall incidence of 2%. The observed difference in SSI 
incidence between the groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.17).

There were no significant differences in the incidence of SSI 
between the three surgeons involved in the study. The average surgical 
invasiveness index (SII) for those cases that resulted in a surgical site 

infection was 7.8 (95% CI 5.7-9.6), while the average SII for the non-
infections was 6.3 (95% CI 6.0-6.6), but the difference between the two 
groups did not achieve statistical significance. Of the 36 documented 
surgical site infections, 27 (75%) involved instrumentation. Six (16.7%) 
of the SSIs occurred with an emergency procedure, whereas 40 (3.1%) 
of the non-infections were emergency surgical cases, which represented 
a statistically significant difference (p <0.001).

The cervical spine was involved in 11 SSIs, the thoracic spine in 11 
SSIs, the lumbar spine in 23 SSIs, and the sacral spine in 8 SSIs. Our 
analysis was likely insufficiently powered to find statistically significant 
associations between SSI and gender, age, Charlson comorbidity score, 
COPD, asthma, renal conditions, presence of neoplasm, anemia, CHF, 
smoking history, past cardiac complications, or past spine surgery. 
Diabetes was present in 9 (25%) SSI cases and 178 (14%) non-infection 
cases, and the difference between the two groups approached but did 
not achieve statistical significance (p = 0.085). 

A logistic regression analysis was run to isolate the effects of the 
smoke evacuator device, SII, and diabetes on the infection outcome. 
The results are displayed in table 3. When all other variables were held 

Variable
Smoke 

Evacuator 
Group

% of total Control 
Group % of total

Total Subjects 600 712
Male 311 52% 361 51%
Female 289 48% 351 49%
Age 55.36 (17-92) 55.42 (19-95)
Elective surgery 578 96% 688 97%
Emergency surgery 22 4% 24 3%
Instrumentation 81 14% 172 24%
Region of spine involved
Cervical 150 25% 171 24%
Thoracic 93 16% 85 12%
Lumbar 415 69% 499 70%
Sacral 165 28% 225 32%

BMI 30.54 (17.1-
71.2)

31.25 (17.9-
52.7)

Total surgical site 
infections 12 2% 24 3%

Deep wound infections 8 1% 11 2%
Superficial wound 
infections 4 1% 13 2%

Comorbidities
COPD 14 2% 39 5%
Asthma 40 7% 52 7%
HTN 206 34% 245 34%
Diabetes 94 16% 93 13%
Past spine surgery 198 33% 216 30%
Current smoking history 207 35% 207 29%
Former smoking history 129 22% 102 14%
Avg Charlson Comorbidity 
Score 0.97 0.72

Avg Surgical Invasiveness 
Index 6.18 5.15

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Group Superficial SSI 
(%) Deep SSI (%) All SSI (%) Total # Patients

Smoke 
Evacuator 4 (0.67) 8 (1.33) 12 (2.00) 600

Control 13 (1.83) 11 (1.54) 24 (3.37) 712
Combined 17 19 36 1312

Table 2. Surgical site infections.
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as the smoke evacuator device (used equally in all operating rooms). 
Future studies will need a much larger sample size and either an 
avoidance or equal distribution of antibiotic substances in the two study 
arms in order to detect a statistically and clinically significant difference 
in SSI rates with the use of a smoke evacuator. There were additional 
comorbidities omitted from our study, such as nasopharyngeal 
colonization of Staphylococcus aureus. However, all study patients 
went through a decontamination process, were tested preoperatively 
for bacterial colonization, and given appropriate intranasal antibiotic 
treatment. We used the Charlson comorbidity index to account for 
general medical frailty, but the utilization of this classification system 
inevitably removes a certain level of detail from the data.

There are many advantages to removing surgical smoke from the 
operative field irrespective of its infectious potential. Surgical smoke 
creates a serious occupational hazard. It has been found to contain 
hydrogen cyanide, butadiene, acetylene, benzene, acrolein, ammonia, 
formaldehyde, and more [24,46-48]. It is thought that benzene is a main 
player in carcinogenesis [18]. One study demonstrated that chemicals 
in the smoke generated from breast reduction surgery were mutagenic 
on a strain of DNA in a Salmonella model [46,47]. Another group 
studied the effect of surgical smoke on rat lung parenchyma, noting 
blood vessel hypertrophy, alveolar congestion, and emphysematous 
changes in the lungs of exposed animals [24]. Many argue that chronic 
exposure to surgical smoke represents a risk similar to inhaling 
secondhand cigarette smoke. According to the results of one study, 
thermal destruction of one gram of tissue by electrocautery has a 
mutagenicity equivalent to six cigarettes [12,48,49]. Surgical smoke may 
also carry malignant cells depending on the tissue being ablated, which 
could have implications for the presence of port-site metastases in 
laparoscopic colon tumor resection surgeries [34,50-54]. Additionally, 
our surgeons reported that the device removed vaporized bone from 
the field, which represents a technical advantage while operating.

Surgical site infection continues to represent a costly burden to the 
healthcare system. One study demonstrated that the introduction of 
an infection prevention bundle reduced the risk of SSI from 4% to 2% 
and led to an average cost savings of approximately $866 per patient 
[1]. That study quoted a median infection-specific cost of $25,962 per 
SSI [1]. Using this figure along with the cost of the smoke evacuator 
device used in the present study ($19 per case), the device would need 
to prevent just 1 infection out of 1366 surgical cases to pay for itself. As 
part of the routine surveillance of adverse events in spine surgery, we 
strongly suggest that surgical smoke evacuation continues to be studied 
as a variable that may have an association with SSI in spinal surgery.
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